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Abstract
Background: A lack of longitudinal studies has hampered the understanding of the development of
posttraumatic stress symptoms (PTSS) in parents of children diagnosed with cancer. This study exam-
ines level of PTSS and prevalence of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) from shortly after diagnosis
up to 5 years after end of treatment or child’s death, in mothers and fathers.

Methods: A design with seven assessments (T1–T7) was used. T1–T3 were administered during
treatment and T4–T7 after end of treatment or child’s death. Parents (N = 259 at T1; n= 169 at T7)
completed the PTSD Checklist Civilian Version. Latent growth curve modeling was used to analyze
the development of PTSS.

Results: A consistent decline in PTSS occurred during the first months after diagnosis; thereafter
the decline abated, and from 3 months after end of treatment only minimal decline occurred. Five
years after end of treatment, 19% of mothers and 8% of fathers of survivors reported partial PTSD.
Among bereaved parents, corresponding figures were 20% for mothers and 35% for fathers, 5 years
after the child’s death.

Conclusions: From 3 months after end of treatment the level of PTSS is stable. Mothers and be-
reaved parents are at particular risk for PTSD. The results are the first to describe the development
of PTSS in parents of children diagnosed with cancer, illustrate that end of treatment is a period of
vulnerability, and that a subgroup reports PTSD 5 years after end of treatment or child’s death.
© 2015 The Authors. Psycho-Oncology published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

Introduction

A clinically significant level of posttraumatic stress symp-
toms (PTSS) has been reported by 22–68% of parents of
children on cancer treatment and 10–44% of parents of
survivors of childhood cancer [1–5]. PTSS are associated
with psychiatric comorbidity, reduced quality of life, work
impairment, and increased healthcare costs [6], and may
interfere with cognitive processes and executive function-
ing [7] hampering parents’ ability to make treatment deci-
sions and provide emotional support to their children [1].
For some, PTSS may develop into full or partial posttrau-
matic stress disorder (PTSD). Partial PTSD is associated
with comorbid psychiatric symptoms almost to the same
extent as full PTSD [8].
Typically, studies of PTSS in parents of children diag-

nosed with cancer exclude bereaved parents. Even though
survival rates have increased dramatically, around 20% of
children in developed countries diagnosed with cancer
will not survive the disease [9,10]. Caring for a terminally
ill child and experiencing the death of one’s child are
among the most distressing human experiences [11]. Be-
sides grief, bereaved individuals may suffer from PTSS
and PTSD [12]. The prevalence of PTSD in populations

who have lost a close relative to serious illness is 17–22%
1 to 6 months after the death [11,13]. No previous study
has investigated PTSS and/or PTSD in parents of children
lost to cancer.
The findings on level of PTSS and/or prevalence of

PTSD in parents of children with cancer has been
questioned because of small samples, high attrition, use
of non-robust measures, and too low or inclusive cut-offs
on measures of PTSS and/or PTSD to identify a clinically
relevant level of PTSS and prevalence of potential PTSD
[14–16]. It has been argued that these limitations have re-
sulted in overestimations of level of PTSS and/or preva-
lence of PTSD [15]. Importantly, a lack of longitudinal
studies has hampered the understanding of development
of PTSS and prevalence of PTSD [14]. This study was
conducted to advance knowledge about the level of PTSS
and the prevalence of PTSD among parents of children
diagnosed with cancer. The study encompasses seven
assessments from shortly (approximately 1 week) after
diagnosis up to 5 years after end of treatment or death.
A report [2] from the first three assessments showed that
an initial high level of PTSS declined over the first months
after diagnosis. One week to 4 months after diagnosis,
partial PTSD was reported by 44–31% of mothers and
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22–14% of fathers. This study investigates the development
of PTSS in mothers and fathers of children diagnosed with
cancer from shortly after diagnosis up to 5 years after end
of treatment or child’s death. Previous research has shown
that mothers of children diagnosed with cancer report a
higher level of PTSS than fathers [3,17,18]. It has also been
shown that there is not enough knowledge about the
potential impact of child age and gender [14,18,19] and
diagnosis [20] on parents’ psychological sequelae. How-
ever, as survivors of central nervous system (CNS) tumors
have a higher risk of long-term morbidity [10,21], and as
there are reports indicating that parents of survivors of
CNS tumors report heightened psychological distress [20],
parental sequelae in relation to CNS tumors versus other
diagnoses warrants further investigation.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the very first study

to report on the development of PTSS and the prevalence
of full and/or partial PTSD in a cohort of mothers and
fathers of children diagnosed with cancer from shortly af-
ter diagnosis up to long-term survivorship or aftermath of
a child’s death.
Research questions were as follows:

1. What is the development of PTSS in parents of
children diagnosed with cancer from shortly after
diagnosis up to 5 years after end of treatment or
child’s death?

2. Is parents’ level of PTSS shortly after diagnosis, age,
and gender, as well as children’s age, diagnosis (CNS
tumor versus other diagnoses), gender, and vital status
related to development of PTSS?

3. What is the prevalence of full and partial PTSD in
mothers and fathers of survivors and bereaved
mothers and fathers?

4. Does the prevalence of full and/or partial PTSD
change over time for mothers and fathers of survivors
and bereaved mothers and fathers?

5. Does the prevalence of full and/or partial PTSD differ
between mothers of survivors and bereaved mothers
and between fathers of survivors and bereaved fathers?

Methods

This study is part of a project investigating psychological
and health economic consequences of being a parent of a
child diagnosed with cancer. Data on health economic
consequences are not reported in this paper. The project
includes seven assessments (T1–T7). T1–T3 were admin-
istered in relation to the time of diagnosis: 1 week (T1), 2
(T2) and 4 months (T3) after diagnosis. T4–T7 were
administered after end of treatment, stem cell/organ
transplantation, or child’s death. For parents whose child
had completed treatment or transplantation data were
collected: 1 week after treatment or 6 months after trans-
plantation (T4), 3 months after treatment or 9 months after

transplantation (T5), 1 year after treatment or 18 months
after transplantation (T6), and 5 years after treatment or
transplantation (T7). For bereaved parents, data were col-
lected: 9 months (T5), 18 months (T6), and 5 years (T7)
after the child’s death. T4 data were not collected for be-
reaved parents.
T1 was set to capture experiences regarding diagnosis;

T2–T3 experiences during treatment; and T4 experiences
regarding end of treatment or transplantation. End of treat-
ment is here defined as the time when the child has com-
pleted treatment at that time considered successful by the
responsible pediatric oncologist. From discussions with
pediatric oncologists, it was decided that 6 months after
transplantation is the most equivalent time to end of treat-
ment. For ethical reasons, the first assessment after a
child’s death was set to 9 months after death (T5). Data
were on average collected the following number of days
after diagnosis: 8 (SD=2.2) (T1), 61 (SD=5.9) (T2), and
119 (SD=12.7) (T3); after treatment or transplantation:
13 (SD=11.4) (T4); and after treatment or transplantation
or child’s death: 96 (SD=14.5) (T5), 375 (SD=18.5)
(T6), and 2039 (SD=65.6) (T7). End of treatment and
transplantation are below referred to as end of treatment.

Participants

Parents of children diagnosed with cancer and treated at
four of the six Swedish pediatric oncology centers
(Gothenburg, Linköping, Umeå, and Uppsala) were
consecutively recruited during 18 months from 2002 to
2004. Eligibility included the following: Swedish-
speaking and/or English-speaking parents (including
step-parents) of children 0–18 years, diagnosed ≤14 days
previously with a primary cancer diagnosis, and scheduled
for chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy. Additionally,
parents should have contact with the child, be considered
by the responsible pediatric oncologist to be physically
and emotionally capable of participating, and have access
to a telephone. Eligibility at T2 and T3 included that the
child was on curative treatment. Table 1 presents parent
and child characteristics at T1. There were no differences
regarding parent and child age between excluded parents
and parents who declined participation (n=129) versus
participants (N=259). However, parents of children with
a CNS tumor were less likely to participate (χ2 = 14.60,
p=0.001) than parents of children with other diagnoses.
Most of the excluded parents were excluded because our
research group was not able to approach them within
14 days after diagnosis. Two hundred fifty-nine parents,
representing 139 families, participated at T1 (80% re-
sponse rate). No differences were found between those
who participated at T7 (n=169) versus those who did
not (n=90) regarding level of PTSS, age, gender, civil
status, or child diagnosis (CNS tumor versus other diagno-
ses) at T1. However, non-participants at T7 had a lower
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educational level (χ2 = 10.80, p=0.005) at T1, and more
non-participants than participants at T7 had no other child
than the child diagnosed with cancer at T1 (χ2 =8.60,
p=0.014). Educational level and number of children were
not related to level of PTSS at any assessment. See
Figure 1 for a presentation of study enrollment. Parents
of children who at the respective assessment at T4–T7
were considered successfully treated by the responsible
pediatric oncologist are subsequently referred to as parents
of survivors. Fifty-four parents ended up bereaved. At T7,
132 parents of survivors (82 families) and 37 bereaved
parents (23 families) participated. The retention rate from
T1 to T7 was 65%, 64% among parents of survivors and
69% among bereaved parents.

Measures

Medical data and data about parents’ age, gender, and
educational level and child age and gender were collected
at T1, whereas data on number of siblings and parents’
civil status were collected at all assessments. The PTSD
Checklist Civilian Version (PCL-C) [22] was used to
assess the level of PTSS and prevalence of PTSD at all
assessments. PCL-C has been used in similar populations
such as parents of children admitted to a pediatric intensive

care unit and parents of children with acute burns [23,24].
It contains 17 items corresponding to the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV) [25]
PTSD symptom clusters: re-experiencing (items 1–5),
avoidance/numbing (6–12), and hyper-arousal (13–17).
Items are scored from ‘not at all’ (1) to ‘extremely’ (5)
and were in this study keyed to the child’s cancer disease.
PCL-C has demonstrated robust psychometric properties
with adequate internal consistency, test–retest reliability,
and convergent and discriminant validity [25].
The mean level of PTSS was assessed on a continuum.

Full PTSD was assessed by the symptom criteria method:
a score of ≥3 on at least one symptom of re-experiencing,
three symptoms of avoidance, and two symptoms of
hyper-arousal [22]. The method corresponds to the DSM-
IV criteria [26], is the most rigorous self-assessment of
PTSD, and has shown a sensitivity of 1.00, a specificity of
0.92, and a diagnostic effectiveness of 0.92 compared with
that of the Structured Clinical Interview for DSMDisorders
in mothers of childhood cancer survivors [27]. Partial PTSD
was assessed by a score of ≥3 on at least one symptom
of re-experiencing, avoidance, and hyper-arousal [28].

Procedure

Ethical approval was obtained from the local ethics com-
mittees at the respective faculties of medicine. Potential
participants were approached by a coordinating nurse
who provided written and oral information about the study
and collected oral informed consent. A research assistant
administered the PCL-C via telephone.

Statistical analyses

Latent growth curve (LGC) modeling was used to identify
development of PTSS and to estimate the potential effect
of covariates on this development (research questions
[RQ] 1 and 2) [29]. The LGC analyses were conducted
in Mplus 6.1 [30] using the COMPLEX command and
the MLR-estimator (Mplus option for maximum likeli-
hood estimation with robust standard errors) to correct
standard errors due to parent dyads nested in children.
Missing data are handled in Mplus using full information
maximum likelihood estimation (FIML) under the assump-
tion of missing at random (MAR) [31]. Analyses were
performed in a hierarchy of increasing complexity and
selection of the final model was based on model fit. Overall
model fit was analyzed using the Steiger–Lind root mean
square error of approximation (RMSEA) and the Bentler
comparative fit index (CFI). RMSEA values<0.05 indicate
good fit and values between 0.08 and 0.10 moderate fit,
while CFI values >0.90 indicate acceptable fit, and values
close to 0.95 indicate good fit [32,33]. The child’s vital
status was included as a time-varying covariate at T5–T7.
Gender, age, and diagnosis (CNS tumor versus other diag-
noses) were included as time-invariant covariates of initial

Table 1. Parent (N= 259) and child (N= 139) characteristics at T1

Parent characteristics n (Parents/children) %

Mother/father 130/129 50.2/49.8
Parent of daughter/son 120/139 46.3/53.7
Civil status

Spouse/partner 240 92.7
Single 19 7.3

Education
Basic (≤9 years) 37 14.3
Secondary 135 52.1
Post secondary (>14 years) 81 31.3
Not stated 6 2.3

Age (years)
<30 30 11.6
30–39 133 51.4
≥40 96 37.1

Child characteristics
Number of siblings

0 13 9.4
1–2 103 74.1
≥3 23 16.5

Age (years)
0–3 41 29.5
4–7 36 25.9
8–12 34 24.5
13–18 28 20.1

Diagnosis
Leukemia/lymphoma 79 56.8
Central nervous system tumor 16 11.5
Bone tumor 13 9.4
Other solid tumor 31 22.3

Transplantation
Yes 18 12.9

The development of posttraumatic stress
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level of PTSS and change over time. Significant covariates
were included in the final model. Time scores were set to
represent mean time since diagnosis and end of treatment
or child’s death.
Research question 3 was answered with descriptive

statistics. Change with regard to the prevalence of full
and partial PTSD for mothers and fathers of survivors
and bereaved mothers and fathers was examined with
McNemar tests (RQ 4). Chi-squared tests were performed
to determine if the prevalence of full and partial PTSD

differed between mothers of survivors and bereaved
mothers and between fathers of survivors and bereaved
fathers (RQ 5). SPSS Statistics Version 22.0 (SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL, USA) was used to answer RQs 3–5. Two-
tailed testing and an alpha level of 0.05 was used.

Results

Figure 2 shows the development of PTSS from T1 to T7.
The final LGC model is a conditional piecewise LGC

Figure 1. Participant flow chart. Exclusion at T1 because of communication difficulties include not Swedish/English-speaking and having
hearing deficits

Figure 2. Observed means of level of posttraumatic stress symptoms in parents (N= 259) from shortly after diagnosis up to 5 years after
end of treatment/child’s death. Dashed line indicates time for end of treatment
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model [34] allowing separate growth at T1–T4 and
T4–T7; see Supporting Information for model details.
The final model fits the data well (RMSEA=0.043, 90%
Confidence interval [CI] =0.013–0.066; CFI=0.98), and
showed a linear and quadratic development between T1
and T4 and no decline between T4 and T7, confirming an
initial decline in PTSS that abated over time. The final
model includes a free intercept factor loading at T4,
suggesting that the level of PTSS at T4 deviated from the
overall estimated growth (Est =4.65; p<0.001). With the
free intercept at T4 included in the model, the growth
factor for T4–T7 was non-significant, implying that the
non-significant change occurred from T5.
Mothers reported a higher initial level of PTSS than

fathers (Est = 6.82; p<0.001). Parent gender did not
predict change in PTSS; mothers continued to report a
higher level than fathers. A higher initial level of PTSS
was related to a greater decline between T4 and T7
(Est =�1.38, p=0.008). Having a girl was related to a
higher initial level (p<0.05) and a greater decline
between T1 and T4 (p<0.05). Parent age and child age
and diagnosis (CNS tumor versus other diagnoses) did
not predict initial level or development of PTSS.
Finally, bereaved parents reported a higher level of
PTSS at T5–T7 than parents of survivors.
The prevalence of full and partial PTSD for mothers

and fathers of survivors at T4–T7 and bereaved mothers
and fathers at T5–T7 is presented in Table 2.
Among parents of survivors, there was a decline from

T4 to T5 in prevalence of full and partial PTSD for
mothers (p=0.0005), and a decline in prevalence of partial
PTSD for fathers (p=0.002). After T5, no decline

occurred for parents of survivors besides for partial PTSD
from T5 to T6 (p=0.031) for mothers. Among bereaved
parents, there was a decline for mothers of full and partial
PTSD between T6 and T7 (p=0.008).
A larger proportion of bereaved mothers than mothers

of survivors reported full and partial PTSD at T5 and
T6, but not at T7 (Table 2). A larger proportion of
bereaved fathers than fathers of survivors reported partial
PTSD at T5, and full and partial PTSD at T6 and T7.

Discussion

This study is unique in its kind as it describes the develop-
ment of PTSS in parents of children diagnosed with can-
cer from shortly after diagnosis up to 5 years after end
of treatment or the child’s death. An initial high level of
PTSS decreased with time from diagnosis, but the decline
abated, and from 3 months after end of treatment, only a
minimal decline occurred. The same pattern was found
regarding PTSD with a relatively stable prevalence from
3 months after end of treatment. Five years after end of
treatment, 19% of mothers and 8% of fathers of survivors
reported at least partial PTSD. Corresponding figures for
bereaved parents were 20% for mothers and 35% for
fathers. Mothers and bereaved parents were at particular risk
for PTSS and PTSD. There was no relationship between
parent age, child age, or diagnosis and level of PTSS.
In line with previous results [5], mothers reported a

higher level of PTSS than fathers, and this holds true for
the child’s full disease trajectory. Five years after end of
treatment, 10% of mothers and 2% of fathers reported full
PTSD. The finding indicates an increased risk of PTSD

Table 2. Level of PTSS and prevalence of full and partial PTSD for mothers and fathers of survivors and bereaved mothers and fathers as
well as comparisons of prevalence of full/partial PTSD between mothers of survivors and bereaved mothers, and between fathers of
survivors and bereaved fathers

Mothers Fathers

Mothers of survivors Bereaved mothers χ2 Fathers of survivors Bereaved fathers χ2

T4
PTSS, mean (SD) 36.2 (14.7) NA NA 30.2 (10.2) NA NA
Full PTSD, n (%) 30/109 (27.5) NA NA 15/103 (14.6) NA NA
Partial PTSD, n (%) 49/109 (45.0) NA NA 33/103 (32.0) NA NA

T5
PTSS, mean (SD) 31.0 (12.4) 49.1 (8.74) NA 26.5 (8.6) 36.0 (7.6) NA
Full PTSD, n (%) 16/109 (14.7) 6/9 (66.7) 14.81** 6/101 (5.9) 2/11 (18.2) 2.24
Partial PTSD, n (%) 32/109 (29.4) 8/9 (88.9) 13.15** 16/101 (15.8) 6/11 (54.5) 9.41**

T6
PTSS, mean (SD) 28.7 (12.2) 41.4 (13.9) NA 24.8 (8.9) 35.2 (11.7) NA
Full PTSD, n (%) 10/98 (10.2) 9/18 (50.0) 17.58*** 6/94 (6.4) 5/19 (26.3) 7.15*
Partial PTSD, n (%) 16/98 (16.3) 11/18 (61.1) 17.08*** 14/94 (14.9) 8/19 (42.1) 7.46*

T7
PTSS, mean (SD) 25.9 (9.9) 30.2 (13.5) NA 22.8 (7.0) 30.4 (10.1) NA
Full PTSD, n (%) 7/68 (10.3) 2/20 (10.0) 0.01 1/64 (1.6) 3/17 (17.6) 7.40*
Partial PTSD, n (%) 13/68 (19.1) 4/20 (20.0) 0.04 5/64 (7.8) 6/17 (35.3) 8.64**

PTSS, posttraumatic stress symptoms; PTSD, posttraumatic stress disorder; SD, standard deviation; NA, not applicable.
*p< 0.05; **p< 0.01; ***p< .0001 Statistical significant difference by chi-square tests.
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inSwedish mothers of survivors of childhood cancer, com-
pared with that of the general Swedish population with a
lifetime PTSD prevalence of 6% [35].
The initial level of PTSS predicted development of

PTSS, however, only for the period after end of treatment,
which shows that parents reporting a high level of PTSS
shortly after diagnosis are at risk of a high level of PTSS
during the entire treatment period. The time directly after
end of treatment deviated from the overall estimated
growth curve with a higher level of PTSS. This shows that
the period following end of treatment is challenging for
parents, supporting results by others [36].
Bereavement was associated with a high level of PTSS

and risk of PTSD. Eighteen months after a child’s death,
67% of mothers and 18% of fathers reported full PTSD,
and 5 years after a child’s death, 10% of mothers and
18% of fathers reported full PTSD. Compared with that
of the general population [35], and other bereaved popula-
tions [11,13], the figures are high, signifying the traumatic
implications of losing a child to cancer. Furthermore, the
prevalence of PTSD decreased among mothers, but not
among fathers. The high prevalence of PTSD in bereaved
parents is important to acknowledge in the clinical care of
families who have lost a child to cancer.
The PTSD prevalence among parents of survivors is in

the lower range compared with previous reports for the
population [5]. This is possibly due to a psychometrically
robust assessment and a conservative scoring method
supporting previous critique of overestimations of level
of PTSS and prevalence of PTSD in parents of children di-
agnosed with cancer [15]. Measuring prevalence of PTSD
in populations exposed to serious illness has been
questioned [14,16,37], and the recent version of the
DSM (DSM-5) [38] does not include having a child with
a serious illness as a potentially traumatic event. In the
DSM-5, adjustment disorders (AD) is instead put forth
as the major psychological response to a medical illness
[38], and AD has been suggested for individuals meeting
the criteria for partial PTSD [37]. In line with this, parents
who reported at least partial PTSD should be considered
as potential cases for an AD diagnosis. Regardless of

conceptual ambiguities, findings show that parents of
children diagnosed with cancer report PTSS, and whether
addressed as PTSD or AD, the symptoms need to be rec-
ognized in the clinical care of families struck by childhood
cancer.
Some study limitations should be considered. First,

assessing prevalence of PTSD by self-reports without
confirmation by a structured diagnostic interview should
be noted. However, the PCL-C has shown high diagnostic
effectiveness in the population when using the symptom
criteria method [27]. Second, although the number of par-
ticipants is high for the population and type of research,
there might be a power issue precluding detection of a de-
cline in level of PTSS between T5 and T7. And, the low
number of bereaved parents hampers firm conclusions
regarding this subgroup. Finally, attrition may raise
concerns about response bias. However, a retention rate
of 65% is high for a study with seven assessments over
a period of 12 years, and importantly, no difference was
found for initial level of PTSS between parents participat-
ing, and parents lost to attrition, at the last assessment.
Moreover, the variables related to non-participation
(parent education and siblings) were not related to level
of PTSS at any assessment. Missing data are therefore
assumed to not have an impact on findings.
To conclude, when operationalized in terms of PTSS,

the answer to the question if time heals all wounds for
parents of children diagnosed with cancer is ‘yes’ for
most parents. However, mothers and bereaved parents
are at risk for PTSS and PTSD. The time directly after
end of treatment is a period of vulnerability, which
should be recognized in the clinical care of families
struck by childhood cancer. In Sweden, the psychologi-
cal services offered to the population differ between
childhood cancer centers. Furthermore, these services
are often only available during the treatment period.
The findings underscore the need to establish national
guidelines for provision of psychological support to the
subgroups of parents of children diagnosed with cancer
who need such support even years after end of treatment
or a child’s death.
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